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Motivation for NNGP
- Issue: Model fitting with a large n requires n3 operations and storage of n2.
- Solution: Introduce sparsity, have a small number of non-zero values 
- Vecchia (1988) used m nearest-neighbors for approximating likelihoods
- Datta et al (2016) introduce sparsity in models using specified neighbor sets, 

and then use these sets to extend finite-dimensional models to a valid spatial 
process over uncountable sets.

- NNGP is a legitimate proper prior for random fields and is applicable to any 
class of distributions that support spatial stochastic process, such as 
Bayesian Kriging.
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Motivation for NNGP
- Benefits

- The storage and computational requirements are linear to n
- Very scalable! To millions of high-dimensional locations

- Limitations
- Uses stationary and isotropic covariance functions
- Kriging may no longer be accurate if stationarity assumption is not met
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Implementation details
-Software: R

-R Package: - spNNGP

- Function:

- spNNGP  (full MCMC-based inference)

- spConjNNGP (chosen)

Advantages: 1) MCMC-free inference

2) faster to compete big-spatial data
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Main steps
a) Fit the linear model of (Y ~ longitude + latitude) to get the residuals

a) Check the variogram to get the sigma square value

a) Set the theta.alpha matrix with the obtained sigma square value

a) Make the model with conjugate NNGP method

a) Make the prediction model by the training set and using the previously 
obtained phi and alpha values
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Arguments of spConjNNGP
-n.neighbors:      number of neighbors used in the NNGP.

-score.rule:         "crps" (continuous ranked probability score) will be selected here

-theta.alpha:       matrix with columns named phi, alpha,

-sigma.sq.IG:      a vector of length two that holds the shape and scale respectively

-k.fold:                 specifies the number of k folds for cross-validation

-cov.model:         keyword that specifies the covariance function (“exponential", "matern"...)

-n.omp.threads:  number of threads to use for SMP parallel processing
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Example of spConjNNGP

m.c1 <- spConjNNGP(Y1~X1-1, coords=X1, n.neighbors = 15,

k.fold = 5, score.rule = "crps",

n.omp.threads = 10,

theta.alpha = theta.alpha1, sigma.sq.IG = sigma.sq.IG1,

cov.model = "exponential")
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Results
● Compare NNGP to MLE in terms of  time running and prediction performance 

across various sizes of the training set.

● MLE - A statistical concept to find the parameter to maximize the likelihood of 
a particular dataset
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NNPG vs MLE Time Running
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Prediction Performance - MLE

● 1 Run
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1 run MLE



Prediction Performance - MLE 3 Runs vs NNGP 3 Runs

● 20 Runs
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3 runs MLE 3 runs NNGP



Prediction Performance - NNGP 20 Runs
● 20 Runs 20 Runs NNGP
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